Mastermind Program
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Mastermind group comprises of 8-12 participants representing
different businesses who are interested to achieve exceptional
results.



This is an annual program. The group meets once a month for 2 ½
hours under the expert coaching of Dr Ilan Kogus



Mastermind participants act as catalysts for growth, devil’s advocates
and supportive colleagues.
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You gain tremendous insights, which will improve your business and
personal life. Your Group, and Ilan, will be your objective board of
advisors / directors.
What else will You get from It?






Experience, new skills and confidence
Real progress in your business and personal life
An instant and valuable support network
A sense of shared endeavor with others out there
Create your future the way you “want” it to be, not as you've been
told it "should" be
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Increase your own experience and confidence
Sharpen your business and personal skills
Create real progress in your business
Add an instant and valuable support network
Get honest feedback, advice and brainstorming
Borrow on the experience and skills of the other members
Create plans and have the group hold you accountable for fulfilling your
plans and goals
Receive critical insights into yourself
Work ON your business, not just IN it; make the transition from being
self-employed to acting like a business owner
A sense of shared endeavor - there are others out there!
Save 40% off the cost of private coaching and consulting, plus all the
benefits of a mastermind group
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This program is not for everyone, it is only for the committed and ambitious
individuals who really want to learn, share and make it.
It is for people who:







have a drive to succeed
have a similar skills and success level
have the desire and inspiration to make this year extraordinary
want a supportive team of Mastermind Partners
want to reach or exceed their goals
are ready, passionate and committed
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Before accepting new participants, we will screen them to make sure they
fit into the existing group and that their commitment level is high.
New members will join only with the consent of the group members. All
members must:






have a vision statement
have short and long term goals
commit to participate in all group meetings
commit to progress in their work & personal life
prove worthy to be chosen to participate in the group
This group is not about therapy – it is about achievement, results and
success
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Mastermind Groups create a win-win situation for all
participants. New friendships develop and everyone grows
because of the support and encouragement of the group.
You will:











increase your own experience and confidence
sharpen your business skills
create real progress in your life and business
have an instant and valuable support network
get honest feedback, advice and brainstorming
borrow on the experience and skills of the other members
create and be accountable to the group for fulfilling your plans and goals
receive critical insights into yourself and your business
work ON your business, not just IN it
make the transition and become a Top Achiever
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Contact Ilan Kogus today to discuss your participation in the
Mastermind Program
Email:
Tel:

ilan@kogus.com.au
0412 120 415
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